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Dear Reader
I am proud to present the 2011 issue of INK Magazine.
I knew from the beginning that I wanted to move the magazine
forward in new directions: to be bold and distinctive, to include a
variety of genres and styles of writing, and to use innovative ways
to publicise the magazine to the whole University student body.
This year, some extraordinary pieces have come from those
studying not only English and Creative writing, but also a diverse
range of subjects from Wildlife Conservation to Computing and
Mathematics. From elegies to lost loved ones, futuristic spaces
and imaginative sexual encounters to dream worlds, INK 2011
has provided the perfect place to showcase this talent to the rest
of the University and members of the Plymouth public.
We, as a team, would like to thank all the students who contributed
their work. There were many pieces which narrowly missed out
on being selected and so this year we have developed the INK
Magazine website, for students who we feel still deserve to be seen:
www.plymouth-ink.co.uk.
Finally, I would like to thank my dedicated editorial team,
Anthony Caleshu, and the whole English and Creative Writing
Department for giving University of Plymouth students
the opportunity to develop a prestigious magazine, and the
chance to have their creativity showcased within it.
Hannah Kelly
Editor in Chief

Printed and bound by R. Booth Limited, Cornwall, UK.
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Two Pennies

Crushed

On the sink
Rest silent, two pennies
Leftover pieces
Of the bigger picture
A meal, a shirt, a drink
Never players in the game of life
Just cogs in massive wheels,
Turning at another’s pace
Tossed aside at the end of the journey
Rammed in the back pocket
Out of sight and out of mind
Dropped into the charity box
Thrown through windows,
Derelict currency for derelict places
Forgotten and dull
Green and sad
What remains
When all is spent
Rubbed together
Make awful noise

The tunnel sang; the low note of the wind like air through a ceramic ventricle
as the city breathed. It sounded content, resonating from the graffitiassailed walls like the sigh of a retiring grandparent settling to their chair.
A light covering of autumn leaves, rust and parchment hues stirred from
the floor by the kiss of the wind before settling to mute motionlessness.
Into this scene came a new noise, a cheery yet hollow chime, the tinkle
of plastic on the flagstones, tapping loudly and often. He stopped at the
mouth, seeking the source of that which had pulled him from his singular
thoughts. A plastic cup, beige (the sort to hold a substance that insults
the name it is given), was sliding lightly down the tunnel towards him.
The faltering note as the overturned brim scraped the tunnel floor
exploded into a crescendo of tinkling melody, while the driving wind
curled beneath it and flipped it lengthways. From there its path became
more erratic, wide arcs, the noise more measured as the chinks in the
floor beat their rhythm on the cup. Each slab, made irregular by the
machinations of unseen weeds or by the misadventures of careless travellers,
caused it to skip lightly into the air. The music briefly paused.
Like some newborn creature it gambolled across the grimy floor,
uncertain of its path but leaping for the primal joys of motion and
life, unaware of the cruel fragility the universe dictated it must have.
All the while its own song rang from the walls, harmonised with the
wind. With a final flourish, an acrobatic dismount, it flipped back
onto the brim at his feet. The wind, sensing a conclusion, died.
The loud crack and static as the unyielding reality of his foot met with
thin optimism desecrated the silence of that place. As he walked on he
wondered why he had done it. Perhaps the jaunty object had offended
some overborne part of him that thought on future matters incessantly.
The wind sang again in low mourning, and then grew to roar and tug at his
coat and hair in ineffectual protest. The leaves rose and fled behind him,
the dry scrape of their beings like the choked cry of perturbed birds.
Behind him he could hear another sound, irregular, wounded and
plastic. The cup dragged itself across the floor, aided by the sorrowful wind,
seeking escape with the leaves. But it could do nothing but vainly struggle;
and watch as the leaves spiralled into the air, and were lost to the sky.

Louis Ball
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The Pub Singer
Jenny Moon

He took the seat, fresh faced, to the spotlight.
He shuffled and settled – then with long fingers
and the work of strings, forged glittering streams of sound.
They looked. They listened. For a moment
he had them. For a moment, the fire held back its flicker.
It was a sensitive birth to which they gave those seconds.
He took them among byways and flowers of new love,
drew ships sailing on cut glass seas. Words were threads
of life that danced a fine line between delight and the dark.
And in the half-dark, the half-pissed resumed their chatter.
There was a rise of laughter, voices, a spill of coins
across the bar; glass chinked in the beery air.
Now his ships roared by as powerboats. His words
thundered on highways, obliterating flowers.
Three claps went with him as he slipped from the light;
the ships sank and words hung off their lines.
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The Man Who Never Looked Up
Martina Havrdova

‘This is when the real voyage begins, the voyage out of oneself.’
—Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
The days came and went around him, bringing with them the raised dust of a
thousand bare feet, pounding the heartbeat of the busy day into the packed brown
dirt worn smooth by their passing. The people appeared and disappeared from his
field of vision like colourful, lifeless garments blown randomly about in the wind.
They came and passed hurriedly by, sometimes with fear in their eyes, sometimes
with joy, but invariably with a sense of purpose in their bearing, suggesting an
unshakeable need to get to an appointed place, which always seemed to lay hiding
just beyond the horizon of his field of vision. They never noticed him.
He sat on the floor with his legs crossed, motionless, watching the world
around him with detachment. Their emotions did not concern him, they had
nothing to do with him, and so he let the days wash over him, bringing the
crowds with them, the confusion of too many bodies packed tightly together,
the hurry, the noises of everyday life, dogs barking, children playing, the adults
exchanging greetings among themselves. They left him as they found him, sitting
in his place on the floor, still the same, untouched by the day’s worries and activity.
He seemed to be sitting right in the middle of the town square, if a town square
it was, since he could never see any buildings. There was only a clearing in whose
centre he was, the heart of the noisy crowd during daytime and the isle of solitude
in the night, his view beyond it obstructed by a few towering trees to one side and
the downward slope of the hill to the other.
The days came and went around him and he couldn’t stop them, nor did he
want to, he was resigned to let them pass by. Sometimes he wondered what it
would have been like to follow the half-familiar faces which never stopped to
look at him, to follow them to the places they were going and to find out why it
was so important that they get there. He imagined the sound of their voices as
they inquired how he was doing and where he was going, he imagined what their
homes looked like and their families, and he wondered whether, just by seeing
their lives laid out in front of him, on the palm of his hand, close enough for him
to note all the details carefully, whether he could decipher then just what it was
that made the colourfully dressed woman smile secretly to herself in passing, what
carved those wrinkles so deep into the old man’s face...
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His view of the surrounding world was obstructed in every direction by the metal
bars of his circular cage, cutting horizontally and vertically through his vision,
slicing his world into perfect squares. He wondered what his life would have been
like without the cage, yes, he surely would have travelled into far lands and seen
the world, uncovering the secrets of the people which passed him by without
notice every day – and he would search for their faces in the wide, wide world and
would not stop until he found them all, all the faces which ever passed him by and
whose features he studied, and he would not give up until he knew all their stories,
what made them happy and what brought them tears...
Perhaps he would join the bright eyed traveller who occasionally walked by
him, always dressed differently, in strange, foreign garments upon his return.
And just like him he would wander into the mountains, where the sun had
to climb up the steep hillside to rise and greet the world stretching – not so
far – below. He would cross wide, expansive seas, the giant waves threatening to
swallow up his ship, and journey through the desert. The camel would be rocking
in a steady, gentle rhythm, from side to side underneath him, the animal’s steps
tired and slow from the devastating heat, his parched lips thirsting for the wide
open distance, hungry to see beyond the curve of the next sand dune.
He saw his glorious would-have-been life stretching before him like the long
curving snake of a caravan, winding its way through untouched sand and leaving
the mark of his footprints behind, the sign of conquer.
And tears filled his eyes, the trembling vision before him lingered a while,
then slowly faded away into the night. The clearing around him was empty and
peaceful and the night enveloped him with its soothing embrace.

he could listen, the man had overheard their eternal melody, he raised his eyes.
At first he looked around uneasily, searching for someone, anyone, the little
girl perhaps, or just a chance observer who would give him a clue as to what to
do next. But no one was watching, only the silence hanging over him like a thick
cloud, as if to shelter him from any such disturbance, thickening to form an
impenetrable veil around him. The man realised there was no one to give him
advice or direction, as in the empty night there never was, and then slowly, warily,
he looked up.
A moment of astonishment and utter disbelief followed as he sat there, looking
at the stars, listening to a thousand bare feet pounding the heartbeat of life itself
in his ears, into the ground and the air around him, into his blood, into him. An
unimaginable terror gripped him and his body began to shake all over, cold sweat
pouring down his back as he recognised that there was something peculiar about
the sky directly above him, something unimaginable.
Above him stretched a perfect circle of sky, unobstructed and clear as on the
night of creation itself. There were no bars.
And as the first wave of surprise wore off and the terror which had at first seized
him in its icy grasp gradually began to take on the rhythmical beat of his heart, he
at last realised what he must do. He began to climb.
The morning found a traveller, just returned home from his journeys abroad,
standing in the middle of the clearing with his bright eyes full of concern, bending
over an unconscious man.

‘Will you let me out?’ he asked the little girl who had paused for a moment
outside the cage. He didn’t suppose she had a key, and there was no door to his
cage anyway. But he asked, because it was a question which had to be asked aloud,
and because the solutions to the most difficult problems sometimes rest in the
most obvious places. But the girl didn’t answer, she just looked at him, puzzled, as
if studying an insect she couldn’t quite name. Finally, at length she said: ‘But surely
you could get out yourself if you wanted to...’
At this she turned away and ran hurriedly out of his sight. The man in the cage
sat frozen in his place long after the last remnants of day faded out of view and the
night crept stealthily into his confinement The stars shone brightly overhead, as if
calling down to the unlucky earthworm underneath, singing their ancient song,
humming their eternal melody about the few passing moments of a human life.
And as if in this moment of utter silence, when his own thoughts were so still that
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Broken Records
Matthew Williams
CAST:

GUILLERMO:

Mid 20s. He is attractive, dressed in a suit. He is disheveled and
exhausted. His eyes are hollow like he has reached his saturation level of grief
and is now empty.
MELANIE: Mid 20s. Perennial.
TIME AND PLACE: The present, Bournemouth, GUILLERMO’s flat.
in his flat. He sits on the floor against a radiator and reads
the back of a vinyl record sleeve. Records and empty sleeves lie scattered and
broken on the floor. ‘No Woman No Cry’ plays from a record player in the
corner. His mobile rings, he answers it.

GUILLERMO

GUILLERMO:

Hello? (A beat.) It’s open.
(He hangs up, puts the phone on the floor. MELANIE enters. She hovers by
the door.)

MELANIE:

Hi.
(No response. She picks her way across the room and sits at his side.)
How you feeling?

GUILLERMO:

I’m fine.
(A beat.)

MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:

Old Building
Sarah Smith
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She called.
I know.
(Pointing at the record sleeve.) Is that –
– Yeah. (A beat.) For her twenty-first.
She loves him.
Since when?
Years. Ever since I’ve known her.
Steve?
What? No. Bob Marley.
(Relieved.) Oh.
(The song changes to ‘Redemption Song’.)
You want some coffee?
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MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:

(Regretfully.) I can’t. She asked me to –
– I know, I know. (A beat.) You and me, we’re still –
– Of course. (She puts her hand on his knee.) It’s just –
– I know –
– I have to –
– It’s hard.
It’s not your fault.
Isn’t it?
No.
If I’d –
– Don’t.
If I hadn’t –
– Cut it out. (She pulls out a packet of cigarettes.)
Do you mind?
GUILLERMO: No. (He holds out his hand.)
MELANIE:
(With mild surprise.) I thought you didn’t.
GUILLERMO: I don’t.
(He takes the packet, takes a cigarette, hands it back. MELANIE takes one for
herself, and lights them both. They inhale deeply, wait, exhale.)

(He stares at the sleeve as though he is trying to decide something.)
Well?
Yeah. (A beat.) Yeah, take it.
(He hands her the sleeve.) It’s in the player.

MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:

(MELANIE stubs out her cigarette on a piece of record, gets up, crosses to the
player, puts the record into the sleeve.)
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:

(MELANIE exits, and reenters with a small box.)
MELANIE:
You want me to come back?
GUILLERMO: I . . .
MELANIE:
I can give you some space?
GUILLERMO: No. Thanks. I need to be alone
MELANIE:
Tomorrow.

Did she say anything?

MELANIE:
Not much. Just that she wanted me to –
GUILLERMO: – That’s why you’re here?
MELANIE:
(She squeezes his knee.) Not the only reason I’m here.
(GUILLERMO smiles distantly.)
GUILLERMO: It’s all in a box on the bed. Apart from this one.
MELANIE:
GUILLERMO:

Did she ask for it?
I could just say you couldn’t find it.
No, I should . . . Actually, I suppose it wouldn’t hurt.

What are you going to do?
What can I do?
No, I meant now.
Oh. (A beat; he looks around.) Tidy up.

for a bit. Tomorrow?

(She walks to the door, but stops and looks over her shoulder, torn.)
GUILLERMO:

(Without looking up.) Thanks.

nods to herself and leaves. GUILLERMO gets to his feet, dusts
himself off. He takes a deep breath, bends down, begins to pick up the pieces
of broken record as the lights fade.)
(MELANIE

END.

(He puts the cigarette back into his mouth while he looks at the record sleeve.)
MELANIE:
Keep it, if you want.
(GUILLERMO continues to study

broken records.)
Are all those . . .
GUILLERMO: Mine.
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the sleeve. MELANIE looks around at all the
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Night Flight
John Pointer

She flies through the night on trees of gold and
the moon in its endless course guides her way. I stand,
not alone but by myself and smile at the haunting sound of
her face, for what is man if he alone cannot withstand the fires
of the burning sun and the mystery of the fortress walls?
The fluorescence cries and climbs as she makes her way; the flood of tears and
gas creeps and calls. More and more she flies, more and more the cricket sing
their song of endless night and the pendulum chorus creaks and crows.
Man alone cannot withstand her deadly beauty and the words of
life fade into the purple black. She creates pools of stars and waves
that crash, while juggling the jaundice that is our lives.
The bellows and the flying mouths, the creatures of the universal lights
come to her and she would smile, if it was not for her life that stops at
the end of all –
Why?
All this and still she comes to me, creeping through the midday sun, swimming
through the rows of corn to the place where I lie. Beneath the soil of the sea,
beneath the land that screams no more, above the sky where fairies fly and
moonlight monsters laugh and play.
She comes once more unto the stage and there we kiss for all to see
There to kiss for all to see, but none shall remember the days that were.
None shall see and we will laugh, they will cry and we will die.
That’s it.
We will die and they shall live, our lives that were will feed the
flowers, and through the bees and the rainbow waters we will live
again and once more she will fly through the night of ages.
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Owl
Sarah Smith
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Missing You

William Telford
Dad and I were hunting down a dozen Captivation on the day I found out
exactly what a moronic follock is. We’d trawled every florist in town and were
rapidly running out of Sabbath. Dad was getting agitated. When Dad got
agitated he got his words mixed up. When he got his words mixed up he started
calling people names.
“You bloody duffoon,” he hissed to the man at Floral and Hardy when he
revealed there’d been a run on Captivation. “What a twastic,” he snarled as
Spray It Don’t Say It’s teenaged Sunday girl informed us that the Carpathian
Captivation crop had succumbed to frost. And at Alison’s Florists he called
Alison a word I’m fairly sure is no dictionary definition of florist. And all she’d
done was ask if we’d already tried Floral and Hardy.
“Don’t worry Dad,” I said, “we can go to that man at the indoor market.”
That man at the indoor market was an old chap in a patterned windcheater
who stood around all day with buckets full of flowers. If you wanted flowers,
cheap flowers, flowers that weren’t especially presented in a way that was easy
on the eye, then his buckets were the place to hang about. He was usually the
flower aficionado’s last port of call. But he could often be found with a bucket of
Captivation, or Heaven on Earth, or, if you like your roses coral pink with the
merest hint of fragrance, Lovely Lady.
Getting to that man at the indoor market meant getting down to the bottom
end of town. It meant getting past the boutiques, shoe shops and stores selling
mountaineering gear to people who think caravanning constitutes an expedition.
It also meant getting amongst the burger joints, off licences and places where
they stick needles in you in exchange for cash. This was likely to make Dad even
more agitated, especially as he was now racing against the clock.
“God awful doombrains,” he said as we descended the high street social
ladder. “Good-for-nothing, single-parent procks.”
It was just then that we ran into Nigel Twister. Nigel Twister worked at the
same firm as Dad. He did something in marketing while Dad did something
in accounts. Nigel Twister was the same age as Dad but dressed like he was the
same age as me. That meant he was wearing trousers that were barely winning
a battle with gravity and a t-shirt bearing the words “the man, the legend” and
a couple of arrows pointing north and south. Nigel Twister liked to ask Dad
for advice about women. Asking Dad for advice about women was like asking
George W how to make friends and influence people in Basra.
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“I need some advice,” Nigel Twister bleated out before Dad could get his
“Hello Nigel” mixed up. “It’s Sam, she’s left me.”
“Left you? But I thought…” Dad said, still impelled by the man at the indoor
market.
“Yes, I know, it was going so well,” said Nigel Twister. “I was sure it was going
to work, that after finally getting to know each other – and you can learn a lot
in two weeks marriage – we’d made it.”
“Well, that’s a shame,” said Dad. “Now if you don’t mind, Nigel, Tom and I
have to get to the market before it shutups, I mean shuts.”
“But I need someone to talk to,” said Nigel Twister, clasping his hands
together in front of his chin. “I’ve been walking around all day, visiting pubs,
catching the odd game, just hoping I’d run into someone I could pour my heart
out to. And here you are.”
“OK, Nigel,” Dad said. “But can we do it as we walkaroot?”
“Sure, as we, er, walkaroot,” said Nigel Twister. “I’ll tell you what happened,
God it was terrible.”
God, it was terrible, I thought, as we scurried to the needle-bin end of town.
Nigel Twister spewed forth a potted history of how his brief marriage to the
lovely Sam, the lovely and radiant Sam, Sam who was the apple of his eye (and
as everyone who knows him knows he’s got a roving eye, but one which will rove
no longer) had reached the finish post when she slammed the flat door calling
him a “selfish, no-good, pig-headed, heel.”
“And yet I’d changed,” he wailed. “I’d given up so much: the boat, the boys,
the booze. I’ll never wear another thong. But she told me that was it,
it was her or Madonna.”
“Madonna?” said Dad, falling out of step with me and Nigel Twister.
“Madonna,” said Nigel Twister, “our kitten.”
Nigel Twister had bought his new bride a kitten as an everlasting expression
of his love and devotion. He’d named the kitten, fortunately a girl, after
his favourite pop star, and also because she was “like a virgin”, at least until
she got spayed.
“So how did a kittenwit, I mean a kitten, cause Sam to leave you?” said Dad,
as we came within smelling distance of the market.
“Look, I’ll say this as carefully as I can in front of your boy, but, there were
problems in bed.”
Dad looked at me with concern. I shrugged, motioned for him to continue.
Half the girls in my class were in Mothercare, only a few because they had parttime jobs.
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“All rightyobe, Nigel, but keep it clean,” said Dad.
“When Sam and I were in bed,” Nigel Twister rolled on, “when we were in
the throes of passion, going at it, so to speak, well…”
“What?”
“Madonna would jump on my back, sink her claws in.” He held his hands
like talons. “I didn’t mind, of course, but Sam said it was distracting her.”
“But couldn’t you…”
“Change positions? That was worse.”
“No,” said Dad. “Couldn’t you put the catypus outside the bedroom door?”
“I tried that, but Madonna’s very smart. She jumps up and opens the latch.
Then it’s back on the bed, back on my back, back out with the claws, and Sam’s
back with the complaining.”
“What about lockling the door?” Dad said. We were now right outside
the market.
“Tried that too, but, you know kittens, how intelligent they are…”
“She couldn’t unlockle the door could she?”
“Oh, no, she just sat outside, mewing, making this heartbreaking mewing
sound. It was psychological torture. It got me here.” Nigel Twister clenched his
fist and struck his chest with it. “I had to let her back in.”
Dad stopped walking. He was staring at Nigel Twister with his mouth open.
He said, “You broke up with your wife because you let a kittenwit stop you…”
He threw me a glance. “Doing it?”
“It wasn’t just that,” said Nigel Twister. “Sam didn’t like the amount of time
I’d spend with little Maddiepaddie, that’s my pet name for her. You know,
playing with her, or teaching her tricks, or taking her on trips. Or the baths, she
didn’t like me bathing her. What sort of sick person can walk out on a man for
bathing a diddy little cat?”
“You idiotpole,” said Dad.
“But you don’t understand,” said Nigel Twister. “Maddiepaddie, she’s just
so cute. She’s got that little choochy-pie face, and that little iddy-biddy cuddly
tummy, with all the fur all fluffy and….”
Dad was suddenly circling Nigel Twister, back straight, fists up, like he was
Gentleman Jim Corbett in an anorak.
“You,” Dad was saying. “You had something goodic there, something
wonderfuely, and you…” He took a swing at Nigel Twister, who ducked,
looked up at Dad with the shocked expression of someone who’s just realised
his behaviour was actually drawing a crowd away from an indoor market, and
screamed, “But I thought you liked cats!”
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There was another flurry of misdirected blows and parries and Nigel Twister
was suddenly running back to the swish end of town with his t-shirt torn and
his trousers heading kneeward. As he fled Dad shouted, “You moronic follock!”
“Dad,” I said, placing my hand gently on his arm. “It’s OK. Everything’s OK.
We can still get the flowers.”
Dad was panting. He looked down at me with that look, the look dads have
given their sons since Abraham untied Isaac on that slab, a look that says, “I
screwed up, but hey, I’m still your Dadalobe.”
And I looked up at him with that look sons have given their dads since Isaac
thanked his lucky stars that sheep wandered by. A look that says, “That market’s
still open.”
And it was. The man with the buckets was still there and although he had no
Captivation he did have a big bunch of Missing You which is about the same
thing provided you don’t mind cream instead of red. So Dad got the roses and
he got me and them to Mum’s before the deadline to have me back. And when
he had a cup of tea with her he never got his words mixed up. Not even once.

Rose
Lucia Paulis
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On sitting down to write a poem, just
after tea but before bed, on a particularly
cold late-autumn evening, 2009
Rachel Mace

Nightingales and worm-ridden virgins
Clog my timid preconceptions
Of whom and where and what to write,
But nothing feels quite right; and down
On paper the words look wrong, stranded
Like half-starved prey
Under the vulturous sun
Of my own incompetence.
Scribbled stars litter page on page
Of misspelled musing and infernal clichés,
My pen forever wandering from each line
To their distant faces; my silent prayer
That some spark of unwritten genius there
Hides, but like the songbird’s wailing note,
My pointed friends serve only to gloat
At my tiring hand and empty page.
Then, like hail, words pour forth,
A stream of non-sense bound in verse;
Lost from meaning. Scratches in an
Incoherent language, tone; a bitter curse.
And the rhyme and the rhythm
Seem like nothing more
Than an endless repetition
That drums on and on
To its self-styled execution.

How could these cold imitations
Ever be enough? These scrawled
Reflections; the world distorted
On paper. My pen lies dumb
Whilst my greedy eye devours.
A slave to this solemn wish:
To speak of this world.
This beautiful, natural world,
So rich with wonder, life, light
And hope as would bring the coldest
Heart trembling to their knees.
The passion of the white-tipped
Seas, the raging darkness of the storm,
The lights of so many setting suns
Which draws my soul from its sleeping
Form and lets me lie, awake, at last,
Amongst the breaking dawn; And
Leaves me to rest in all the things
We don’t say, but feel;
Written in the script of dreams
And played out amongst the stars.
For this, words hold no meaning.

And I clutch at the recesses of my dull brain
To find something. Anything.
But find the empty meanings of
Thoughts that cannot be conveyed
In mere words. Dreams beyond this.
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For John
Sandra Stopford
Your chair sits empty
With you not there, I’m aware
Of the big hole left –
and bereft that you have gone
somewhere else.
But I do not miss
the hiss of the oxygen,
the trailing entrails
following you round,
like shackles,
keeping you bound;
and the heavy shuffle of your feet
and the labouring breath.
Your diminishment an unkind
punishment, painful to watch.
And your quiet acceptance…
Never one to make a fuss.
And I think of you in a peaceful place
(Mum’s not there yet, but she will be)
Your face in a book, a mystery –
probably
A cat kneading your lap,
Tongue out, ecstatic,
The hum of some Bach fugue
On the hour, the BBC news;
You sip your dry martini
And later switch to wine.
Ever considerate,
the question on your lips:
‘More vino, my love?’
Darwin and Religion
Mark Lemon
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Morales

Liam Harkin
For a woman disenchanted with her job, Dr Anne Kelly believed she retained
an unlikely preoccupation with other’s preoccupations. Post each of her slavish
interactions with an other’s mind, she was left with a feeling similar to that of
post-coital guilt. Whether this could be attributed to a sort of over-penetration
or to under-penetration she wasn’t aware. She took the guilt as a natural side
effect of her intrusion. As such, a single cigarette and an orange juice every few
hours were enough to purge her of any such self-knowledge, any such intrusion
on her comfortably unconscious contentment. Once the inhalation and
irrigation was enacted, her day continued as per.
As per was a personal affair, though she attempted to remain as impersonal as
empathy would allow. This professional detachment could be a problem for her.
At times because it simply became her. At times because she realised sympathy
was supposed to be bestowed on the pathetic. Today, besides her secretary Jen
(always a contender), a long-term patient, Fabio, was to be one of them.
Pressing the intercom, “Jen, you can send Fabio in now please.”
Pressing the intercom, “Of course Dr K.” She said Dr KAY again. Dr KAY, I
hate work parties they never work never work never drink never mind Anne it’s
oKAY, it’s oKAY, oh shit!
Pressing the intercom, “Mr Fabio More-ahh-less, Mr Fabio Moreahhless, Dr K,
oops, Dr Kelly is ready to see you in the room five.”
Stopping at the desk, “Which is room five?” Pointing, “It’s just down there,
third on the right Mr Moreahhless.”
Walking, “Ta.”

Sitting, “Doctor.”
“Good to see you Mr Morales, how are you today?” She smiled, each smile now
a pseudo-attempt at pacifying its viewer. A frame of an intention assumed by
muscle memory.
Scratching, “No damn good doctor, you know how it is getting here!”
If only it was the “fucking traffic”, a “woman driver”, the “congestion charge”,
poor fool. “Of course Mr Morales, I’m sorry to hear it. What was the exact
matter again? And were there any unfortunate additions on the journey today?”
She turned ninety to face her computer. Morales would have seen her in profile
had he been looking. His head was down, yet he remained uncannily animated.
“You can’t remember!? You’re supposed to be my Doctor for God’s sa-”
“I remember, Mr Morales. You know why I do this, it is to find differe-”
“Bullshit! I don’t want to say the same goddamn thing every time I come here!”
“I don’t want you to either Mr Morales, now, please begin.”
Looking up, “For god’s sake, it’s the 11 Zebra crossings, the 5 Pelican crossings,
the 43 phallic buildings, the lamp post insect antennae, the very colouring of
the traffic lights, red the naturally inherited colour of danger, amber the nectar
we all crave and green the grass blade we slice backward with. It’s all uncouth
mimesis!”
“Fabio, thank you, were there any unfortunate additions to these today?”
“Shitloads; the Peugeot lion, the SAAB eagle, the Jaguar, I even saw a fucking
Ferrari Horse goddamn posh area. I have to park on the curb because I can’t
enter the fucking car park!”
“Surely there are these car’s emblems in both locati-”
“I know! That can’t be avoided! It’s the barrier to get in the place, the bee
coloured barrier, black, yellow, black, yellow, black, yel-”
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“I see… Now, Fa-” The ‘ah’ sound became suspended in the air as she turned to
him from the computer, “bio. Why ar-”

“If you ever run at me and try to jump into my arms, there’s a good chance that
I won’t catch you.”

“Bio! BIO! My name has fucking BIO in it! I’m fucking out of here!” He
glanced ferociously at the swan necked lamp in the corner as he stood up.

“(Valley girl voice.) ‘That looks comfy!’ Let me just put this blanket on
the fuckin’ rocks. He really knows how to treat a lady. Hey there are chairs
everywhere but this blanket on the rocks seems better.”

“Mr Morales, forget your name. Calm down, sit down and we’ll talk.”
He left.

“Sitting on the fucking floor. Enough of that, right Emily?”
“Awesome, they’re starting to cry. Personal breakdowns.”
“If there wasn’t a camera there that guy would be running, running like a
bastard.”
“I’m totally going on The Bachelor next season.”
“I have a lot to offer these ladies.”

For once she seemed to think little of her patient after this. Writing only a
cursory wrap-up of her thoughts on his, at its most extreme, “hallucinogenic
hatred for human design’s roots in nature.” He’d be back next week, as would
she.

“Wait, no wonder this show takes so fucking long. He has a stash of roses.
This show should take a week, tops.”

She got in her Peugeot and started home. She felt the tarmac tribute home from
work was more contributory to her than the estuary of her early youth. The river
had beauty and was fluent in bearing affluence. It had helped them keep afloat.
Yet the tarnished tarmac, this impressed grit, had made more of an impression
on her self. This she was certain of. In general, she attributed it to the relative
time spent on this lineation, but could not guess further. Once home, she briefly
greeted her husband James and then indulged in her favourite cliché. The long
indulgent bath, lavender scented, wine lubricated.

“Why does that ‘last rose’ dude have to come out? Where is he the whole time?
Behind a curtain with his pants around his ankles?”

With the buzzing post-bath skin and a cushioned, mellow mind she lounged
on the sofa next to her husband. He was watching an American show called The
Bachelor. She sipped wine whilst listening to his running commentary.
“We don’t need to see him have the exact same conversation with every girl.
We’re here to see the girls fight.”
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“She’s not getting one. She’s not getting one. That one is crazy as shit.”

“LAST ROOOOOOOSE.”
“If you didn’t get a rose, get out.”
“Look at how she’s walking. She’s zany. You don’t know anything about zany
girls.”
“Awesome they’re all breaking down.”
The weekend was filled with The Bachelor seasons one, two, three and four.
On Monday, she walked to her post box and wished for a pre box. Something
before, something before before. Such was the type of her existential angst,
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which she lamented for its commonality. Yet she was resigned to its presence.
There was mail, two celebrations of cellophane filled with rhetorical content.
She left them there and left for work.
“Morning Dr K! How wa-”
“Morning Jen. Any messages for me?”
“Uh yes Dr, just let me find them… they’re here somewhere…sorry I was just
online looking at table cloths for my wedding…you know I’m getting married
in a month and 5 days?”
“Yes, Jen, I have the invitation.”
“Oh oh yes, yes of course.” Visibly flustered now, shuffling through papers. “I
hope you can make it… okay… right… here we are!”
“Thank you Jen, could you bring me my coffee right away today.”
“Of course, Dr K.” She sat back on her seat and then sharply rewound the
movement. “Oh Dr, hold on a sec, there was one more thing… “
“Yes, Jen?”
“A phone message from Mrs Moreahhless, Mr Moreahhless’ mother… He seems
to have forgotten his name.”
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The Wall

Stella

Everything I know
clamours inside
shouts not to

He said there would be days like these. Stella forgot melting into his arms. Skin
on delicious skin. Hold tight. Falling onto the bed. Morning coffee. Golden
hair left in the plug hole. Toothpaste smeared on the sink. Looking out of her
window; drizzling rain. Why so sad, Estelle? Stella goes out, slams the door,
and trudges round the city. Black coat held close. Leaves hit her face; pale in
the winter sun. Streets merge into other nameless streets. She passes groups
of chattering girls and drunken wobbling men. They sneer. They talk. In dark
corners they talk. Stella, Stellaaa! Stones thrown, hit the pavement in the place
of her past footstep. Sparks fly, sharp against the grey haze. She takes no notice,
walks on past, head down. Stella remembers his touch, delicate fingers on her
golden shoulder. Skimming her butterfly, perched up high. Whisper of secret
nothings close in her ear. Hold tight. Stella, beautiful as morning dew. Sweet
as honey. Their eyes met again, swish of golden hair. She noticed blue eyes
under light lashes, contrast to her deep brown windows. Windows to the soul,
her mother always said. You can tell a lot about a man by the way he smiles.
From ear to ear. Like the first time. Hot heavy slap on sweet skin. Eyes flash.
She took a gulp of air, cold in her lungs. Gasping for breath. What was that
for? You know, smiling like the desert sun. Butter wouldn’t melt. Take courage
Stella, remember the lion hearted girl beneath. Stinging skin, turning red;
blossoming. Her cheek like a rose in bloom. He screamed, Stelllaaaa! Strong
hands snatch golden locks. Pulled across the carpet. How they talked. She tries
to hide the scars, criss-crossing her arms. The bruise billows across her face,
deep purple. His eyes show no guilt, yet his heart is breaking. They say she’s
good for nothing. Estelle, French for star. But they don’t even know her, not
now. She feels different now, stronger than yesterday. ‘In this great future we
can forget our past,’ the radio sang. Clear notes, in a hectic cafe, fight through
the raucous, gliding on the air. Stars burst; light ignites screaming through the
space. His eyes closed. Floating on the crashing waves. Higher and higher. Hold
tight. No, they don’t know her at all. Neither does he, only he wants to. Marry
me Stella? She passes bus stops, whirring buses flash past. Wind tangles her hair.
Shining like gold in the afternoon sun. The weather’s changed, grown colder.
Couples huddle under cafe canopies. Stella, envious, for a moment; quickens
her pace. There’s a man playing a guitar, coins glisten in the case. Spattered
like his freckles. Countless dots of colour running along his shoulders. She
remembers counting them in the first weeks. When hands could never stay in

Rose Cook

Rosalie Woodward

even so, here I am
leaning out a little
looking down.
Don’t look down
he says, look ahead.
So I do
seeing a black roof
sloped tiles
the wide gap.
My heart decides
before I do.

Waterfall
Mike Ellson

When stood
Staring up at a waterfall,
At the movement and ever-changing substance
Of something so free and endless,
The maze, the map of its production is not in view,
One cannot see its inner workings.
Ignorance in appreciation,
Ignorance is appreciation, perhaps
In that moment of clarity,
Of such simplicity
Where just that is all,
When the rest is out of view.
When stood
Staring up at a waterfall,
Failing to see its true beauty is forgivable,
For it may be more thoughtful
To take a cog, a gear,
A part of a whole, and let it be just that.
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pockets. They had called her wild; lustful. Scorned her. Too easy, too young, too
free. What did it matter now? Forever, he had said. The light shifted, murkier
than before. Raindrops cascaded, torrents raced along the pavements. Dark
tarmac grew darker. Wind racing, chasing her. She had to answer him. Say yes
or no? Marry me? Stella, please. He always begged. In the end he’d always beg;
that’s how she liked him. On his knees for a change. Stella with her radiant
curls, soft porcelain skin. Love of his life. He’d never hurt her, the belt buckle
had hurt. Scorched her skin; leaving behind a plethora of raised pink flesh. She
pulled her coat closer. Hold tight. Hurried along the drenched streets. Where
to go? Leaves stained orange. Damp newspapers skitter across the cobbles. The
wind, back again, demanding. No peace for the wicked her mother always said.
Lights flickered, streetlights sprang into life. Illuminating. Stella remembers his
kisses, like drowning. Sucked in, struggling for air. The overwhelming sense of
being lost; crushed. Blue eyes mirror her. And that smile, oh that smile, like the
last time. Cheshire cat. Glinting steel in his gorilla palm. Stars shining sharp
in the dark. Stella... Thrust up against the peeling wallpaper. Head smashed
upon brick. She’d screamed then, flailing arms hit solid muscle. Shoes clip on
concrete. Smashed bottles wink in the moonlight. Old men peer through pub
windows. Hidden in smoky haze. Lost, my love? She was more than lost, but
they don’t know. Not with closed doors. Curtains pulled close. Marry me, my
darling? Stella despised herself. Running back. Skin crawls in the dark. Sheets
drenched in sweat. His eyes closed. Hold tight. Hold me tight. Key in the lock.
Metallic clang of the latch. The door swung into the room the same as before.
Work boots on the tiled floor. Dishes piled high. Television blaring, some awful
soap opera. Stella? There he lay, her future, sprawled on the sofa. Stomach flips.
So... he wanted to know her answer. Whistling kettle, a teabag in the mug. Blue
piercing eyes. She nodded. Stella submerged in his arms; drowning. His touch
soothes yet destroys her. Her man, on a day like this.

Ribbon
Sarah Smith
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The Royal Road
Jenny Moon

….and Lord Night swept by, black on his stallion,
waving out the day and pricking stars into the sky.
I buckled down and stood by the Royal Road to sleep,
ready to take my delicious ride to morning.
Dreams meandered by in ragged flocks.
I tried to catch a tag end but in flagrant cheek
they jerked playfully out of my reach.
One, I recall, was an arrogant goose
with a golden tooth. He turned this way and that,
speaking the truth to any who would care to listen.
But his words were above my head.
Then I caught the tails of two dreams together.
The first was turquoise with brown legs
and a stare that bored everyone.
I hitched her to the bed with a thread of laughter.
She would do nicely for later –
and I journeyed on the other; a drab dream it was,
in which I sat with a man who earnestly shuffled cards
in a pool of light, like an old Dutch Master.
At the end of the game, with a wry smile,
he gave me the Prince of Thieves, who drew me
through the scent of wild briar and lavender
to the side of a summer lawn. Mother was there.
Her white cotton hat came towards me,
but when it reached my hand it was the smell of snow
– driven and clean and white. I shivered
and plainly heard nightmares growling in the distance.
Then – oh my god! – my Suzie was beside me,
dark hair draped on her perfect shoulders,
provoking my heart with her smile. For a moment,
just a moment – there was bliss…
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....then the white charger of dawn broke between us,
setting light to the morning
and my love fell back with the dark.
Crying out for my loss, I was forced to stand up
and be counted into the day.

Might

Rachael Kaines
Abstinence. Abstain. Constrain. In pain. My feet hurt in these shoes. Why
am I here again? Why do I think of my constraining shoes in the dark hours
of the might.
Or night.
Or might it simply be that I need bigger shoes?
Bigger shoes. More money. When I hear money I think honey. When I think
honey I see bees. But when I think bees I can’t help but imagine how trapped a
bee would feel in my tiny shoes. Not even big enough for a bee- how do I think
my feet feel? My feet. My poor feet. But why do I care about my feet when I
cannot find my shoes? If only I had shoes, then all this worry about feet could
be forgotten. Forgetting to find shoes makes me wonder what else I forget.
Bees. My shoes, my feet. My car keys.
But who doesn’t?
Doesn’t matter if I forget my keys, I never go anywhere. How can I get anywhere
when my feet are bursting out of my shoes? Clarks. Arks. I like to roll the sound
around in my mouth, with some whiskey for good measure. What’s worth
rolling around one’s mouth without whiskey? Certainly not clarks or arks or
parks for that matter. Parks. Parks feels familiar in my mouth.
Excuse me.
Parks. Park benches. And fences.
Excuse me.
But mostly benches.
Rolling around on park benches deep into the might.
Excuse me sir, you can’t sleep here.
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Wrong Door
Lynsey Elliott

Hours later
he was still
staring at the
blank sheet
of paper that
lay before
him. Damned
writers block,
he thought.
Moments
later a crash
occurred
outside the
bedroom door.
A man barged
in and fired
a gun. Rich
red blood
now covered
the sheet.
“Shit,” he said,
“wrong door.”

West Ten
Nathan Redman
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Etudes

My Dogma

Sandra Stopford
I
I cried the day
you played (at Charlotte’s wedding)
the piece you composed (or so it goes)
when you were only eight years old.
To me, you were a child prodigy.
I imagined you sat there
on that piano stool,
your gangly legs not even touching
the floor, just dangling
beneath you; in the drawer,
Mozart & Haydn reposed.
The hood of the Steinway
a gaping mouth, exposed,
with its taut strings and hammers
ready to swallow
like Jonah and the Whale.

Emily Newman
II
Age eight, I wake to the dulcet sounds
of a Chopin nocturne,
somewhat tarnished
by having heard it
at least a million times before.
You labour tirelessly over one phrase,
crazed by the need to perfect it.
The dog’s ‘singing’ becomes howls,
as the noise cloys at her bowels.
Finally, a crashing crescendo,
rallentando, then pianissimo
and ahhhhhh, at last…
Silencio.
Forty years later
Chopin tugs at my heart strings.
Revised memories,
where your tenderness on the keys
is what survives.

Your face scrunched up with
concentration, as you wrangle
with the notation, your mother
hovering ‘agitato’, as she would do,
interfering, smothering.
Your father, not yet dead;
did the demons in his head
render him helpless to praise?
You raise your face skywards,
Seeking inspiration, perfecting your creation.
Your fingers extend, stretched to
their limit, as you scale the keys
from C to B, and back again.
The familiar tinkling
of the charms on her bracelet
(and the ice in her gin & tonic)
a charming accompaniment
to your solemn march.
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I have watched her cigarette burn out,
Collapsed in the crystal ash tray.
A sheet of smoke hangs.
I creep to her and lick the gravy from her lap.
A skin formed. Still.
She is still too.
In the kitchen Elvis asks, ‘Are you lonesome tonight?’
My lip flares, canine flashes,
Just a branch.
Untrained but understanding.
I could sense her thoughts.
She said I had beautiful eyes.
Loyalty, she thought, that’s what I need.
I wipe my greasy lips,
Chasing my nose across the carpet.
She loves me.
I shuffle in my space.
Then relax.
Branch.
I heard her on the phone before.
She said she regretted never having children.
She said that I was the best thing in her life.
She said it was nearly time.
She said she imagined my voice as an English gentleman.
She is wrong, I am cockney.
I open my eyes and it is light.
The yellow walls breathe, sigh.
I look up at her.
She is still, like the gravy.
Skin separate.
Motionless.
Paws.
Then turn and nibble on my asshole.
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Pretty

Jack Redmond
He asks me what I’ve done today and expects precise, detailed answers; but I can
barely remember what I did a couple of minutes ago.
Did I lock the door?
Hour by hour I try my best to recite my footsteps from eight o’ clock in the
morning. My alarm has been stuck at eight am for quite some time now. He
knows when I lie and when I exaggerate.
Today I’ll do nothing. Then what will he think?
I spend longer on the more personal activities. He specifically likes it when I
describe when I piss but there are also the more obvious favourites – showering,
dressing and undressing, putting on my makeup. He likes my eyes, or to be
exact, my eyelashes. He’ll sometimes bring some lipstick and ask me to put it
on, wiping off my own first of course. He makes me feel normal although I
know there’s something different about me.
After I have explained my day or when he has tired of listening to me he asks
me to show him what’s in my bag. I always bring a dress just for him to see.
I never wear them in public but I like to model for him. He never asks me to
dress in front of him and so I change in the bathroom. I keep my underwear on
underneath the silky material in case he asks me to bend over.
I look good in red, don’t I?
Once I have changed I look into the mirror and lick my cracked, dry lips until
they are smooth. I pinch my cheeks and step out to see him. He’s taller than me
and when his arms are wrapped around my body, my head rests on his shoulder.
His hand slips under my dress and his fingers dance up my thighs. I kiss his
neck and fall deeper in love with him as his fingers wrap around my penis.
I love you.
Lily
Hannah Wyatt
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Hysteria (Pro Tempore)
J. Martin

Such a sweaty silence,
dripping.
Each drop boring a hole
into my head.
Quiet, high pitched
screaming
repelling, scattering, like cats,
any coherent congregation of matter in my mind.
Erasing my sanity
(however momentarily).
		

I’m breaking up.

Whoever knew this could be the end…
I was indestructible;
A proud and distinguished
tuber.
Uprooted to feed the earth.
My brain melts and
pours through my nose.
		
As my mouth remains closed.
In this one
		slow
second.

[STAD]ing Pains
James Weatherhead
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Membership
Liam Harkin

Frankenstein was once driven to remember the dismembered.
Remember how that turned out.
Remember the enterprising cuticles.
Remember the sock strangled ankle.
Remember the vacuum-packed knee.
Remember the ebony faces on the indecisive spine.
Remember the pinnacle of the pear proud breast.
Remember the inky thumb and co.
Remember the water well eye.
Remember the smoked teeth, the incisive incisors.
Remember the red coated and newspaper-quilted chest.
Remember the glossed shin.
Remember the tip of the tongue taking a trip of three steps.
Remember the hairy Casio wrist, Addidas haloed.
Remember the pierced air-conditioning nose.
Remember the eloquent hip under gossamer gown.
Remember the submissive blue iris.
Remember the archlike ridges on the rounded brown belly.
Remember the quaint open ears, conchless.
Remember the bunched innie.
Remember the gullwing bracketed spot.
Remember the nictitating lids.
Remember the member, turgid and quivering inside.
Happy Accident
James Weatherhead
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Remember the floating silver, soulless strands.
Remember what touches the hand standing feet.
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Paper

Gavin Thomas
Paper,
so heavy when it drops
on us, reams of the stuff
lying on our desks, our doormats, our floors
Covered with letters,
other people join hands in words
around us and shape our space,
dividing lines
we’ll have to go round
Paper burns letters
on us, smoke thrust
up from the page, the phone, and
up our eyes, stains minds.
Paper makes you work
On a sunny day,
though, between the covers
we find pleasure in sheets
before the day starts, and cups of tea
Paper isn’t always fetters –
sometimes we take a hand and
clear space, to fill
with words our own.
I do

Believe that paper isn’t just for wallets,
for swapping for time, for floors
and late nights sliding into dawns
when the words won’t come,
barely dressing thoughts

You read
I need not speak
That paper has a birthday
That paper is not a kiss

You are right.
Such necessary paper lets time
unfold,
paper exchanged opens lines
for us

A kiss is necessary.
Words we don’t need to write
are always in the air, on our faces
I do
But I guess other people can read them too

You are right
for me. We share words
no page could hold,
they’re too bold.
I love you
I love you

And paper looks pretty
wound round our fingers,
gift-wrapped things we need not open.
Here, give it to me
I’ll wrap up our rings

More than paper,
I want you between
my covers, and I in yours
I do

Our hands are together anyway
and the words won’t wear thin

Really believe I love you more.
You read without words
when you see, and
words show on my face

Food Chain
Mark Lemon
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Perfect Contrast
Hayley Bennett

Rachel dances when she thinks no one can see her. She waves her arms above her
head, and bends her knees to the beat of the heavy bass line pumping from her
speakers. She does this in private, because she looks ridiculous. She really does.
I adore her, and she even looks stupid to me. But she’s happy. You can see it on
her face, she laughs at herself dancing, smiles at her own movements. She knows
she looks like she’s having a fit, otherwise she would dance this way, the way she
was born to dance, in public. She sometimes catches her reflection in the mirror
hanging down from her wardrobe door, and emphasises her goofy moves. This
makes her laugh harder, and she’ll look to me, like we’ve shared this moment that
will stay in her memory until her hair is grey, and her eyes are closed, and she takes
in her final, shaky breath.
I’m watching her, laid on her bed with my laptop on my lap, editing the
photographs I took of her not long ago. She smiles down at me and I return the
affection, although when she sighs and turns away, I continue to stare.
She dances differently when she knows people are watching; she sways her
perfect hips from side to side and bends her knees at the same time. She inches
towards the ground, her arms bent at the elbow and wrists, above her head. This
is to look good. She knows she is altering her movements because people are
watching. People always watch Rachel. She has something about her that attracts
the eye, like a bright light in a dark room, she’s the perfect contrast to people like
me. People like me often hide from the light, but this time, with Rachel, I am
drawn to it. When she dances in public she closes her eyes. It’s as if she’s trying to
block out all of the eager stares, and yet she is putting on a show. To erase the eyes
fixated on her would be the fall of the curtain, and if that were to happen, she’d be
alone, dancing in her room like the incomplete person that I know she is.
When we’re in public she’ll beckon me over. She breaks the dancing stance and
with those broken doll wrists she flicks her hands from me to her. She’ll smile,
and giggle, and tug on my arm like I am the only one she wants, the only one
she needs to dance with. She’ll give me that look as well. We all know what that
look is. Head down, eyes up, sly smile on those pouted lips. She knows what
she’s doing, like all girls know. She’ll drag me onto the dance floor, even when I
protest. And she’ll dance. With me at first and then, when she knows that I will
dance with her, that I will do anything for her, she turns away. She lets me dance
with her friends, with my friends. And I do. I bend my knees to the beat, flick my
hands up although not above my head, like her. I’ll grab my male friends round
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the shoulders and jump up and down with them to the song that I hate, because
Rachel wants me to. And that is all that matters.
When we’re alone together, like right now, Rachel won’t ask me to dance. She’ll
dance stupidly by herself, briefly. She’ll smile at me, laugh with me laughing
with her, but I am never to join in. Because no one is watching. She doesn’t
actually want me to dance with her, she just wants me there. Like a black cat, or a
stumbling child. She likes to know I’m there, just in case, one day, she needs me
for something, like opening a jar or making her breakfast. Or maybe something
more, like a good fuck on a Friday night or someone to hold her hand when she’s
feeling low. And I will be there. Always.
I pick my camera up when she has her back to me, and the flash exposes her
shadow against the wall opposite. She turns around and frowns at me. I shrug,
and say that I am a photographer. I like pictures, and she likes pictures. We work
together, although she is always in front of the camera. I am always behind it. That
is what she prefers. And I like it that way. She dances beautifully, although not
conventionally when we’re alone. It is still beautiful though. She is beautiful, and
that is why I like to take pictures of her. She dresses up in the costumes that I give
her, depending on what project I am working on. Fashion, abstract, beauty, she
can work them all. She has the body for fashion, the quirkiness for abstract and
the face for beauty. She is perfect. And so I continue to shoot her.
I decide that her dancing is what I like the most about her; her movement, her
awareness. I decide that this must be photographed, an action shot, I tell her. For
a project, I tell her. I think about what I will do when I go home; clear a space
on one of my four walls, and adjust the other photographs of her that I surround
myself with.
There isn’t a moment that I don’t think about Rachel. She is unforgettable, and
I must remember every day of the two weeks that we’ve known each other. Or
rather, that she’s known of me. So I collect photographs, or moments, as I like to
think of them, and stick them to my walls. I haven’t invited her round yet, as I
haven’t known her long enough for that, but I will, and when she shows up at my
door, smiling her brilliant smile, I will show her my work: My work stuck to my
bedroom walls. She is fixed upon them; an immovable image etched into my safe
place. And she will finally see my adoration, my complete and utter commitment
to her. She will see everything I have seen in her for so long, in me. It is love. I love
her, and she loves me. She just hasn’t seen it yet.
“I thought our session was over.” She frowns at me, her round eyes narrowing.
“Almost,” I reply, studying her shadow in the picture I’d just taken. “It’s almost
over.”
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O, Ohmeric Epic
Liam Harkin

Time Camera
Romans Slinko
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Ω
These may seem like stage directions to some extent and to one they were. An
elderly man stands where he often stands, in the centre of a minimally furnished
bedroom. This is what minimally furnished means; a single bed with a light
blue duvet, a side table with a lamp and a half glass of water on top, a desk with
a grey PC and a window with curtains closed allowing in an amber glow. The
elderly man is wearing a black blindfold, tartan slippers and a wooden peg is
attached to his nose.
He shouted aloud at something unremembered, “O, Ohms, what resistance!
why always two points!” He paused, waiting for a response, or for dramatic
effect, who on earth was he trying to affect?
“Oh mega! I’m glad the Greeks use the great O too, not just me and
Shakespeare. I’ve never made sense. I would love to make one. One sense. Just
one. But as it stands, where I can’t, I must just forget some. I’d have the purest
story, the purest, most textured narrative. Sometimes I like to imagine only
hearing. Sometimes I don’t even imagine. Sometimes I black up my eyes, when
it doesn’t come through sleep and I clamp my nose too and stand in the centre
of my bedroom.”
His little toe twitched at the end of his right slipper, as if trying to dig an
escape; some signal was imparted and his little toe twitched at the end of his left
slipper.
“The stories are great, Homeric epics. I hear the gradual rolling rising roar of
the dustbin truck as it approaches and then solidifies into more distinct clinks
and scrapes, gracing my suburban street.”
The reversing beep-beep, beep-beep, takes him back. It takes him to that first
indistinct time he must have heard it and the gradual accumulation of times
after that. It slowly gathered meaning beep by beep, until it now evokes each
and every time at once –
“It’s certain it is morning all the time, but everything else is an oddly truthful
smudge, a sensational hybrid! Eyes on wheat-o’s, excited, on the plaster ceiling,
inquiline tired, on that page as if a word, glazed, on a computer chat box,
emoticon smiling, on the amberised curtain, comfortably dazed. The feel of
skin tips on softly fibered duvet, of cool air on exposed shoulders, of the slightly
dimpled plastic sheath on a key, of hard ribbed acoustic strings, of the trio of
plastic windowed mail, manila, of the cool smooth spoon.”
And all the while, the beep-beep, beep-beep.
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“Anyway, I must be sensible, in the reasonable sense!
Or maybe not, fuck that, Remember Lear,”
‘O, reason not the need! Our basest beggars
Are in the poorest thing superfluous.’
“Christ! Pipe down you old fool. You do realise, Patrick, Joseph, Hill… That
you’ve been speaking to yourself whilst stood in your bedroom with blacked
out eyes, a clamped nose and open ears for however many goddamn hours…
Where’s Lazarus? Rag ear plugged and corn-cob gobbed.”
‘You see me here, you gods, a poor old man,
As full of grief as age; wretched in both.’
“I must act! Forget sense! On the stage I hold the reins as I reign! I wish I
could go back, wish I could rewind. I would write, I would write until I die,
the most complex intertwining, interweaving, interacting plot, each strand
as a branch on the tree of evolution but ten times as fine and split thousands
of times as frequently. I would outdo life. Life’s plot so deftly complex...The
Terrors of the earth! And yes! If I can’t prevail by complexity, I will still win by
simplicity…”
“I will win by the simple life I have led, with its lack of plot. Sat on a desk
with a pen and a page.”
“You heavens, give me that patience, patience I need!”
beep-beep, beep-beep
Ω
Here’s where the stage directions stop, though the twitching in his little left toe
and little right toe continue. Intermittent twitches which over the course of his
act had grown greater in force. The slightly squared, calcium deprived nails itch
on fibres worked on before. A miner axing at his cave in morse, or remorse.
Now in silence he relished the signals between these two pinkies and visualised
the firing nerves, the synapses as lithe flashes of light down slender cables in his
core. The drive of potential difference interested him, and he thought of all the
differences in the world, the reckless plurality of things.
He thought of his daughter now, as the pinkies breached and sighed deeply.
For a while they kept twitching at each other, as if they enjoyed the resistance
and the tartan breakthrough wasn’t enough. But they gradually stopped, each
twitch became less and less until they could no longer hear each other. He
removed the blindfold, looked down at the frayed exits on each slipper and liked
them. He also removed the peg, which by going slightly cross-eyed he noticed
had racinated red imprints on his grey nose.
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The image of his daughter remained in my head until it became clear that his
was mine. This came as no surprise to me, as if it was merely latent knowledge,
or as if I was just a few seconds behind myself or a few meters above, still within
the walls but somewhat dislocated. I was beside myself. Rose, that was her name.
I thought of her childhood and I didn’t have it. Her mother did and her figure
loomed and took Rose’s place instead. In her mother’s stead were thousands of
pages, first the legal then the literary. Divorce and then the divorced. My back
ached. I shuffled slippered to the window, drew back the curtain and looked out
onto freshly laid snow. It adorned the emptied dustbins, softening their edges
with a caress. It was quite dark, nobody walked the streets, but muffled light
came from several windows and merged imperceptibly with the orange streetlighting. A few of the bins had their lids open, hinged round from horizontal
through two-seventy until the vertical. These estranged anomalies slowly filled
up with the light powder until they overflowed. They formed amorphous
mounds which comforted their context. “I’m going to need to bring the trash
in.” I said to myself. So I proceeded to put on some trousers, a t-shirt, coat and
gloves. I contemplated shoes due the holes in my slippers but I figured the task
would only take a minute. Besides I had remembered Snow by Louis Macneice
and was just reading each line as it spawned inside, to accompany me in my job
like an old friend lost and rediscovered.
I reached my bin at a point. It was one of the anomalies, now an amorphous
white mound. I was slower than I’d imagined. My pinkies were cold from the
snow filling in the frayed holes, dampening the fabric. I pushed my grey hands
into the mound, approximating where the lid would be. My frail tips hit hard
plastic. I gripped it and struggling to flip it shut, overcompensated for this
snowy resistance. The lid arched round rapidly, catapulting a wave of powder
snow. This fell around me, particles dispersed, lightly coating my slippers, my
reddened nose. Now shut, the lid entombed its contents. I imagined it after the
thaw, a lone, dustbin held sea. Content, I looked up at my window and saw a
petite figure with searing carmine hair.
And the fire flames with a bubbling sound for world
Is more spiteful and gay than one supposes –
On the tongue on the eyes on the ears in the palms of one’s hands –
There is more than glass between the snow and the huge roses.
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NGC 2244
Robin Rendle

I awoke to the sound of a dream
Passing me by on the sidewalks of sleep,
An essential noise held together tight
By a case of the Dunning-Kruger effect;
A double helix of a memory
It was in sleeping, but upon waking
The dream, the memory, became a hell;
A constant, undying reminder
Of a life I never lived but dreamt
Into a part of myself; a brand and mark
That was fused with my own identity,
So deeply etched on the prison cell within,
That my dreams became me.

Cyberspace
Paul Trueman

Cyberspace, the
final frontier. These
are the sewages of the
starship Commercialise.
Mission: to explore strange new
fads and fetishes, to seek out new
technologies and mechanisations, to
consign love to the supermarket shelves of
crude infatuation and trample every taboo
that was tender love’s relation... to
baldly go where no
troglodyte has
gone before.

A beautiful woman could be seen in this place,
In the foreground, divulging in the chaos,
Smiling and glowing with happiness,
Yet her laugh was as shrill as it was empty;
Devoid of the slightest particles of wit.
Such a pretty face, born dumb and dead,
Whilst her soul was replaced by confidence, of a sort,
That led men to madness, and women to hate their mirrors.
Yet to love this woman was to love a lie,
To tell the world that you are easily fooled,
And even more easily replaced.
A replica of beauty, an unknown star in space,
So difficult to find in the presence of so many others
And with the name not of a god, but a grid reference.

Scream
Billy Bogiatzoglou
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The Glorious Sound of Wind Chimes
Jamie Murphy

As my mother throws my tiny frame up into the clear blue sky, catching me as I
plummet happily towards the wet summer grass, I’m confronted helplessly with
the disconcerting nature of my subconscious. Struggling in vain to break free from
the horrendous psychological prison I myself have conjured, the sound of my
phone vibrating on the bedside table mercifully jolts me as the real world comes
streaming into focus.
I look at the bright lights of the humming contraption, wondering if it would
be so bad or wrong of me to grab the heaviest piece of footwear I can find to
wreak havoc upon it. Perhaps the time has come to set my alarm to a ring tone. I
could be pleasantly awoken, without the overriding feeling that I’ve recently been
resuscitated. Such things would require a ballad, Beethoven or Mozart? Awaken to a
symphony radiant and fresh, high on life, the bit between my teeth with adrenaline
pumping through every God damn vein in my body. A new dawn indeed, the start
of the beginning of the day. I could open the curtains and drown myself in the
morning sun. Brush off the cobwebs, open the window and poke my beaming face
through. Hello world! It’s me! It’s Adam fucking Lawrence! My world is a sonnet
and all that shit.
Better stick to a melody. Less irritating than a mere vibration and without the
effort of a symphony and what not. Balanced, like me? It seems at times I do have
a sense of humour. Right, Doorbell? Wind chimes? Bee? This piece of shit actually
gives me the option to wake up to the sound of a fucking Bee?
Play.
Dipdimdipdimdipdim.
Well that sounds nothing like a Bee. I’ll go for wind chimes; they only get
annoying after like thirty seconds. The glorious sound of wind chimes stirring
me from my slumber, I can see it now. If I’m not careful I’ll have wind chimes
scrambling around my head for the entire day. That would be a fucking disaster.
The 15th. Wednesday. I definitely showered Monday; I can cross that off my
list of morning chores. Save it for tomorrow. Leave it stagnating in the back of my
mind, poking at my sanity and festering away in a smoldering ball of God knows
what. Toast! I definitely need some hot bread. In fact it’s essential. Brown bread of
course, piping hot brown nutritious bread. A small segment of my personas almost
always demand that I eat healthy food. I might have paté on it. And cheese. A few
slices of salami and some of that utterly divine chorizo I bought from that lovely
Asian man in the market.
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Underwear. Shoes, Tie, Socks, Scarf, Shirt, Blazer, Hat, Trousers. The order’s
mine to choose. I opt for the conventional method, obviously. One day I’ll walk
out that door with my tie around my head and just a pair of socks on. My balls will
dangle free in the breeze like a pair of old conkers on a string. What a statement.
I can almost hear the turning of the key, the click of the cage door as it flings open
and my inhibitions run freely. The havoc, the chaos, the overwhelming joy. I
wonder if it’s cold outside. It’s almost definitely cold outside. Maybe I should wear
two pairs of socks? A ludicrous suggestion.
I don’t know much about cars. Probably why I catch the bus every morning.
That and the fact I can’t drive. The idea of a bus is quite simply grotesque. It’s like a
reality TV show except it’s actually real. I’m sure you understand where I’m coming
from. A group of people, none of whom know each other, all crammed into what
is essentially a rectangular tin. One’s a homeless man, he’s been there the night, his
face covered by today’s news. One’s a mother, consumed by the consistent whining
and crying and screaming and “Mom can I have candy for breakfast? Candy,
Candy, Caaaandy,” and so on. One’s a business man. He’s only there to make others
around him believe he’s of importance; “Mary can you change my 1 o’clock to 3?
And my 3 o’clock to 5? Very important brunch with the governor. Yes there will be
pancakes with golden syrup and no you cannot attend.”
And there’s me in the corner, grimacing, the guy in the background observing
the mayhem. As I look at the smiling baby gurgling and clapping in the seat in
front of me, I immediately need to vomit. Maybe I should have had candy for
breakfast; I too could be as energised and ready for the day as the coke snorting
cereal mascots on television. The leg room on this bus is an absolute nonsense.
The fact that an elderly man with abnormally large ear lobes is eying me up for
conversation does not aid this matter whatsoever.
“Excuse me young man – ”
Where’s a cross word when you need one, I could use it as bait then throw it out
the window. Would he run after it? Hard to tell.
“Do you have the time?”
Well that was an anti-climax. My boss is what they call in the business a cock
sucking, shit flinging, slave driving, wank, fuck, etcetera etc. A “one day this will
all be yours” kind of guy. One day maybe it will. I could flatten the whole damn
thing, build a zoo or an aquarium. I wonder which attribute of mine would serve
as the reason I’d wake up one morning and find I’m the owner of a large corporate
company. Would it be my incredible ability to make hot beverages? My small talk?
“Great tie Mr. Reynolds, liking the purple.” It would probably be my innate ability
to blend into the background and keep my God damn mouth shut.
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“Hey Adam.” Caught red handed. I’m a burglar, a benefit fraudster, a blind
drunk maniac looking at the breathalyzer being dangled before his face.
“Oh hi, hello there Janine.” Where can I go? Under that table? Behind the
vending machine? No. All exits closed. Dead end. Check mate.
“You ok?”
“Oh yeah, great.”
Janine Jenkins is a babbler. A red faced, waffling, whining, shrieking, blah. Why
is she staying? Whatever happened to just saying hi and then moving the fuck
along. I bet she talks about the weather. I hate talking about the weather. It’s cold, I
know it’s cold. I bet she mentions that it’s cold.
“Oh Jesus Christ the weather this morning has been unbelievable, have you seen
the frost?”
Maybe I’m the one who’s predictable for assuming that’s what she was going to
say. I should be witty, I should be sarcastic. I should be all; “no Janine I took the
underground route from my bathroom therefore not seeing the frost which has
quite blatantly been forming over a very cold night and now covers every corner of
the fucking city.”
Sipping decaf coffee in the canteen soon becomes shopping in the supermarket.
I like shopping, I have no idea why. Perhaps the fact that in itself shopping is the
most mind numbing experience man can possibly have. The fact it has nothing
to offer henceforth means it’s physically impossible to be let down by it. Every
Wednesday and Sunday, gliding through the aisles perched on the back of my
trolley. The blinding white lights, everything packaged, stored and presented in
such an efficient manner.
Ah, she has a nice face. I’m a pervert. What a dirty lonely pervert. There is no
doubting I’m right however. I wonder what she’s thinking; “is that half a pound of
salami in your trousers or are you just happy to see me?” How would I reply if she
actually did say that?
“Errr the latter Miss. What a glorious fall we’re having.”
Her mouth is like a red... her mouth is like blah. Her eyes are like marbles. Water
coloured marbles! Black holes. Two tiny piercings in the pale canvas of her face. As
my thoughts churn in the humiliatingly pathetic manner in which they do I begin
to wonder what my actual words would be like. A car crash no doubt. A nuclear
bomb falling onto a nursery. A cloud of toxic fog smearing itself across the purest
life defining landscape. An absolute catastrophe. I’m intrigued.
“Marry me.” I don’t ask her in a quizzical tone, I’m not ruminative or even
mulling over the possibility that what I just said was perhaps the most ridiculous
thing a human being has ever uttered. I’ve never been so excited in my life.
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“Excuse me?” Click.
“Oh. I just asked you to marry me. Would you?”
“Sir, I’m going to have to call security if...”
“No I think you’ll have to call your father. It’s only right we get his blessing, after
all.”
“You’re fucking insane!”
“Now I’m thinking just a small service, perhaps only close friends and relatives.
Can my dog be the best man? I’ll sort the ring and honeymoon out later after
we announce our plans. I don’t have a dog by the way there’s no need to look
so worried it was a joke. HA! A joke. Come on I was only jesting. Just a mere
witticism dear.”
I think I’ve caught her off guard.
I grab the food and cast it into the trolley. My fingers, my legs, my arms, the
entire shell of my burning desires are tingling. Glowing, a torch to the masses.
I’m on Fire. I’m running, powering through the darkened streets of suburban life
like the criminal I probably am. I’m laughing a lot, laughing like a jolly butcher
or an overweight woman who’s bubbly as fuck. One might say I’m cackling. This
is hilarious. My legs are like two oars ploughing through water. My boat’s gliding
backwards towards the Niagara and I’m dancing and clapping like a monkey with
a tambourine. Do supermarkets take stealing seriously? Thankfully, by the look of
that huge man running behind me, I think they do. Phone the police. Please, please
phone the police. Tell them to send out their best men, a helicopter, a riot van. Shit,
dead end.
As the man encroaches I realise the need to find a large building. A building I can
scale so I can kneel upon its pinnacle as the helicopter slowly hovers down, my
shirt off and hands in the air, clutching my two for one cheese. My glazed eyes
shall betray the smile plastered across my face. I hope they send me to jail. I hope
I’m put in a cell with a maniac, a real piece of shit. I hope he gets me up against
the wall and hits me. I hope his large balding head collides into mine, cutting my
forehead and shattering my skull. I hope an overwhelming sense of jaw dropping,
fist clenching pain rushes to every nerve in my body and I hope I fucking feel it. As
the guy’s gun presses against my temple, my life flashes before my eyes. It doesn’t
take long.
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Rural Thatched Cottage For Sale
Suzanne A’Court

A versatile and spacious cottage with a wealth of
character, set in the heart of an attractive Devon village.

Ground Floor: Entrance Hall, Sitting Room, Day Room,
Kitchen, Bathroom, Cloakroom, Bedroom 4, Studio, Study.
First Floor: Landing, Bedroom 2, Bedroom 3/
Dressing Room, Master Bedroom.
Outside: Large Garden plus Parking area.
Lounge: 4.3m x 3.3m (14’11” x 10’10’’)
It used to be called the Playroom when it
was a play area for our daughter, twenty
years ago. It has a window seat; there was
a photograph of her sitting there, aged
two, with a ribbon in her hair.

Bedroom 4: 3.5m x 2.5m (11’6’’ x 8’2’’)
Where our daughter slept before my
daughter left home; when the travelling
to college got too much for her, and the
reasons to stay, too little.

Kitchen: 3.8m x 4.4m (12’6’’ x 14’5’’)
Sitting Room: 3.6m x 3.8m (11’10” x 12’6’’) The new kitchen with a one and a half
Where we used to sit on the floor, in
bowl ceramic sink, range cooker and
front of the open wood burner, eating
solid beech worktops. A gesture; perhaps
crusty French bread and cheese fondue,
you thought fixing-up the kitchen
drinking wine; before business consumed would fix other things too.
you, when my allure lost ground to the
lure of commerce.
Bedroom 1: 4.3m x 3.8m (14’1 x 12’6’’)
Dual aspect, with windows to side
Studio: 5.1m x 4.4m (16’9’’ x 14’5’’)
and rear.
Where I went for quiet time, making
stained glass, while the potter’s wheel you Where I painted the black beam white,
influenced by Feng Shui; in the vain
bought me gathered dust.
hope that it was the black beam over the
Bathroom: 2.3m x 4.3m (7’7’’ x 14’1’)
bed that was dividing us. A gesture from
Where I once used to sit on a chair, and
me perhaps, like yours with the kitchen.
talk with you while you soaked in the
bath.
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Bedroom 2: 3.8m x 2.8m (12’6’’ x 9’2’’)
Where our daughter slept after my
daughter left home.
Then, when our daughter left home, it
took days to paint over the writing on
the wall, which kept eerily re-emerging
through the thick layers of paint.
Bedroom 3/Dressing Room:
2.3m x 4.3m (7’7’’ x 14’1”)

Dual aspect with windows to the front
and one to the back.
It overlooks the Blackthorn tree, where
I once found a wren pierced through; it
flew away once freed from the thorn.
Outside:
Patio where we made love under the
stars, in those days when we were
in love.

The apple tree where the red swing
hung, and the grass was worn away.
The table under the Wisteria, where
we sat until the early hours drinking
wine and discussing everything and
nothing.
The lawn which you always grumbled
about cutting, whilst wearing those
green wellies you bought when you
thought that you could ‘cut it’ as
a country gentleman; before you
felt the tug of clean pavements and
polished shoes.
Directions:
I could give directions to anyone
interested, but still nobody would
find the house that I have known.
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Hejemony (a word mispeled and more than
slightly misunderstood)
Neil Roberts

“With sharpened silvered shard a sanguineous sigil,
Engraved upon my flesh, yet more upon my soul,
Branded, pierced, shattered, splintered, split;
Marked like Caine for slaying my animus – my brother within.”
How can someone be so pretentious when they exist on
Pot Noodles and frantic, lonely masturbation?
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